Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a significant technology attracting considerable research interest and have seen rapid growth due to the remarkable progress in microelectronics and electromechanical systems. Recent advances in wireless communications and electronics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power and multi-functional sensors that are small in size and communicate in short distances. Cheap, smart sensors, networked through wireless links and deployed in large numbers, provide unprecedented opportunities for monitoring and controlling homes, cities, and the environment. In addition, networked sensors have a broad spectrum of applications in the defense area, generating new capabilities for reconnaissance and surveillance as well as other tactical applications [1, 2] . Also, WSNs are comprised of numerous wireless sensor nodes that can sense light, temperature, sound, motion, etc. and wirelessly transmit them to a remote base station that aggregates the data and processes it locally or at another location.
In some applications, real-time, deadline violations that can occur in processing or transmission of collected data may result in some catastrophic events. Due to the necessity of time lines of computing in some of WSN applications, many valuable researches on realtime communications, power management and task scheduling have been done. Depending on the application, there may be a need to rapidly respond to sensor input. For instance, in a fire handling application, actions should be initiated on the event area as soon as possible. Moreover, the collected and delivered sensor data must still be valid at the time of action. Thus the issue of real-time communication is very important in WSN. Although several real time protocols have been proposed for mobile ad-hoc networks; due to differences between ad-hoc networks and WSN, it is not suitable to directly transplant those protocols into the design of WSN. In the large-scale sensor networks data integrity and reliability in addition to real-time communication is also an issue. The reliability of data is crucial to take an effective decision.
One important application is the traffic control and management system (TCMS) that is based on a wireless sensor network [12 -16] . It gathers the traffic information and controls the traffic flow according to the incoming traffic data. Many traffic light systems operate on a timing mechanism, preset cycle time that changes the lights after a given interval. An intelligent traffic light system senses the presence or absence of vehicles then it controls the traffic lights accordingly. The idea behind intelligent traffic systems is that drivers will not spend unnecessary time waiting for the traffic lights to change which may lead them to some traffic violations and accidents when some drivers start to lose their patience. An intelligent traffic system detects traffic in many different ways. The older system uses weight as a trigger mechanism. Current traffic systems react to motion to trigger the light changes based on the infrared object detector that picks up the presence of a car or some proximity switches. Then, a switch causes the lights to change. In order to accomplish this, algorithms are used to govern the actions of the traffic system. We need to understand the function of traffic signals so that we can improve driving habits by controlling the speed and the red light crossing in order to reduce the number of associated traffic accidents. The more the drivers know about the operation of traffic signals, the less frustrated they are going to be while waiting for the lights to change. Usually, in the intelligent traffic signal systems, the main aim is to reduce the cars waiting time at each signal and also to maximize the total number of cars that can cross an intersection safely with the green signal time.
In this chapter, the main goal is to gather the information of incoming vehicles via WSN for the decentralized deployed smart traffic light signals controllers along a the highway as shown in the Figure. 1, that can do the following while maintaining fairness among the other traffic lights:
1. Intelligent traffic management system based on the queue length of cars in each signal side. 2. Optimize the following (trade-off): a. Minimize Average waiting time. b. Maximum possible service time (Green Duration). c. Minimize overall delay to vehicles. d. Maximize network capacity. e. Minimize the average number of cars of the same queue not passing from the same green duration. f. Minimize accident potential for all users. 3. Synchronizing the traffic lights phases that are placed in same directions along the highway to minimize the car stoppage, stop & start behaviour that build up queues and reduce the waiting time especially if the traffic in other sides is lower. For example, the intersections (A,B,C) we will maintain for the directions that cross all of them the green signal in a synchronized manner such that the queue length will be minimized and total travel time is minimum. We will apply the decentralized control approaches to handle that and the data collection will be the WSN. 4. Handling of the red light crossing violation to minimize the number of accidents by giving and alarm to the car which is about to start moving from the green light side.
5.
The system can also give indication to the police traffic control room in case the road is blocked due heavy traffic to take an immediate action.
Figure 1. Traffic Signals Network
It is important to note that some of the objectives do conflict and a compromise may have to be made in the selection of objectives. However, some objectives can be met in tandem, for example minimizing delay to vehicles would also help to minimize total travel time and increase network throughput.
In planning and designing a traffic signal control system, one must first understand the applicable operational concepts related to signalized intersection control and signal-related special control. Signalized intersection control concepts include: 
Problem statement and formulation
Controlling the traffic light intersection requires a prior knowledge of that intersection and the traffic load to be able set the proper parameters for the control algorithm, especially if the system used is not an intelligent system like time based traffic control. Basically most of the traffic signals [18] intersections have four directions queues, North (N), South (S), East (E) and West (W) (see Figure 2 .). The other queues possibilities are North West (NW), South East (SE), East South (ES) and West North (WN) (see Figure 3 ). The model in Fig.3 simply shows that two directions can be open at the same time, for example, N and S direction will move then W and E at the same time because there is no turning in other directions like NW or SE. The other scenario is when we have the other directions NW; SE; ES and WN, then the control algorithm will be more complicated and more sensing elements are required. So, the main goal is to provide a controlling mechanism to minimize the waiting time for vehicles waiting in the red signal and maximize the service time for cars passing the green signal to avoid if possible the number of cars not able to pass from the first time or at least minimize this number. For simplicity, we will give a number for each queue qi where i = 1, …… 8 for the following in order (N, S, E, W, NW, SE, ES, WN). The intersection consists of four streets with 8 possible queues; assuming all right side movements are free and do not require a signal. The state equation for the continuous traffic flow process associated with any movement i that is sampled every t seconds, where time is indexed with the integer k, can be expressed by the current queue qi(k):
where is the incoming new vehicles at time interval −1, in link or queue i, is the number of vehicles were able to pass the intersection during the green signal interval Tg from link or queue i, also Tg can be called as the control interval , +1 is the queue of vehicles were waiting for green signal to happen at time k, represents the fluctuation between a parking lot and link i or the effects of any non-controlled intersection between any two intersections where used for vehicles left the parking or came from non-controlled intersection and joined the traffic in the queue i and for vehicles left the queue i and went for a parking or went into a sub road or what we call it non-controlled intersection. These disturbing flows can be considered either as disturbance or as known perturbations if they can be well measured or estimated. In case of these uncertainties or perturbations are unknown and can't be measured, then robust control system is needed.
The general discrete LTI state space representation is the following: Flow characteristics of traffic are fundamental in analyzing intersection delay or capacity. Vehicles occupy space and, for safety, require space between them. With vehicles moving continuously in a single lane, the number of vehicles passing a given point over time will depend on the average headway or the average arrival rate per unit time.
Two factors influence capacity at a signalized intersection:
 Conflicts occur when two vehicles attempt to occupy the same space at the same time. This requires allocation of right-of-way to one line of vehicles while the other line waits. 
The interruption of flow for the assignment of right-of-way introduces additional delay. Vehicles slow down to stop and are also delayed when again permitted to proceed.
These factors (interruption of flow, stopping, and starting delay) reduce capacity and increase delay at a signalized intersection as compared to free-flow operations. Vehicles that arrive during a red interval must stop and wait for a green indication and then start and proceed through the intersection. The delay as vehicles start moving is followed by a period of relatively constant flow. The Figure. Similar to the flow-density relationship, speed will be maximum, referred to as the free flow speed, and when the density is maximum, the speed will be zero. The simplest assumption is that this variation of speed with density is linear as shown by the solid line in Figure 5 .
Corresponding to the zero density, vehicles will be flowing with their desire speed, or free flow speed. When the density is jam density, the speed of the vehicles becomes zero. It is also possible to have non-linear relationships as shown by the dotted lines [9] . The 3 rd relationship is between the speed and flow where the flow is zero either because there are no vehicles or there are too many vehicles so that they cannot move. At maximum flow, the speed will be in between zero and free flow speed. This relationship is shown in Figure 6 . The maximum flow Qmax occurs at speed certain speed which is the changing point in the parabola. Also, it is possible to have two different speeds for a given flow [10] . In case of detectors are not used, the simplest approach to model vehicle arrivals is to assume a uniform arrival. This will results in a deterministic, uniform arrival pattern which means constant time headway between all vehicles. However, this assumption is usually unrealistic, as vehicle arrivals typically follow a random process. Thus, a model that represents a random arrival process is needed and the most suitable one is the Poisson distribution with arrival rate of  . In general, the car arrival is part of the queuing model (e.g. M/M/1 or M/G/1) which simulates the traffic signal operations. Basically the queue model is any service station with the following:
 One or multiple servers 
A waiting area or buffer
The time n is interarrival time between cars n and n+1 and it is a random variable. The traffic light system is following the stochastic process behaviour. 
Traffic signal phasing
The green signal period given for each side or combination of directions will be called phase ( Figure. 7) and the time will be Tg. The combination of phases can be called as Cycle where each phase or cycle must not exceed certain period to maintain the fairness for all direction in that intersection and it shall not be less than certain minimum. In all situations, the phases time shall not push the situation in that intersection to exceed the saturation level which will lead to traffic jam as we can see from Figure. 4. Phasing reduces conflicts between traffic movements at signalized intersections. A phase may involve:
 One or more vehicular movements.  One or more pedestrian crossing movements.  A combination of vehicular and pedestrian movements.
The National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) has adopted and published precise nomenclature for defining the various signal phases to eliminate misunderstanding between manufacturers and purchasers [3] . Figure 5 illustrates a 4-phase sequence separating all vehicular conflicts. Holding the number of phases to a minimum generally improves operations. As the number of phases increases, cycle lengths and delays generally increase to provide sufficient green time to each phase. The goals of improving safety (by adding left-turn phases) and operations at a signalized intersection may conflict, particularly with pre-timed control. Operational efficiency at a signalized intersection, whether isolated or coordinated, depends largely on signal phasing versatility. Variable-sequence phasing or skip-phase capability proves particularly important to multiphase intersections where the number of change intervals and start-up delay associated with each phase can reduce efficiency considerably. Each set of stored timing plans has a distinct phase sequence.
Full-actuated traffic control illustrates variable-sequence phasing. In Figure 3 , all approach lanes have detectors, using these detectors; actuated control skips phases with no traffic present and terminates certain movements when their traffic moves into the intersection. This capability produces a variation in the phasing sequence. The phasing options selected may be changed with the signal timing plan. 
Traffic detection at signalized intersection
Vehicle detectors (or in another word "Sensors") at a signalized intersection serve the singular purpose of informing the controller that a vehicle is (or is not) present on a particular approach to an intersection at any point in time. The controller uses this information to regulate the assignment of green time among competing movements at the intersection. The detector configuration is specified in terms of type, shape, length and setback from the stop line. These four parameters are all related to the physical installation of the detectors themselves. At signalized intersections with multilane approaches and actuated control, vehicle detectors are usually placed in each individual lane. Currently, the detectors across all lanes on a particular approach are linked together and are channeled to the same signal phase for controlling the phase duration. When any of the detectors detects a vehicle, the controller's gap-out timer resets and the phase (green) extends. Such a detection scheme makes it difficult to gap out a phase based on the desired headway or gap, especially when an approach has more than one lane. The unnecessary green extension directly affects the efficiency of signal operations, in which the extra green could be allocated to better serve other traffic movements. Ideally, a signal phase should terminate when a gap-out is reached for each lane individually [5] . The selection of the type of detector in signalized intersections is determined primarily by suitability for the intended purpose. The decision whether a particular detector is appropriate for a certain purpose depends on its operating characteristics, the cost, its adaptability to the particular application, and the location specific details of the installation requirements. Generally, vehicle detectors at signalized intersections are designed to sense either the presence of a waiting vehicle or the passage of a through vehicle. Several types of detectors can be used and a wireless version for each type is possible for the data transfer. The following list shows these types in brief:
 Inductive loop detectors (ILDs) are the most commonly used type [5, 6] of vehicle detection because of their reliability in reporting vehicle presence. However, loop detector installation can be expensive because of the physical connection required to connect the loops back to the traffic cabinet. Such connections are sometimes infeasible at locations such as bridges and ramps. Furthermore, saw-cut inductive loops are particularly sensitive to moisture and wire breaks associated with pavement failure.  Compact wireless magnetometers are a promising alternative to loops [5, 6] because they require substantially less pavement cutting and no physical connection to a monitoring device. Also, the classification of detectors can be based on the function [8] of these detectors and the physical location that it will be placed on. Based on the functions of vehicle detection at signalized intersections, the main types of vehicle detections at signalized intersections are listed as follows:
1. Advanced detection: they are located in advance of the stop line. They are only used to detect moving vehicles. The common function of advance detection is to provide dilemma zone protection on high-speed approaches to signalized intersections. The dilemma zone is an area on the approach to a traffic signal whereby there are varied responses by drivers to the onset of the yellow signal. There is a different length dilemma zone for each approach speed. Also, these can be used for counting the arrival cars and send the information to intersection controller prior to arrival to signal for better selection of phase and green timing. The truck detector would be an added detector and would be placed much farther from the intersection. Its purpose would be to grant a green extension that would carry the truck to the normal detector location where it would also get an additional green extension. Therefore, if the "last vehicle' arriving at an intersection during the green interval is a truck, it will get dilemma zone protection as well as a green extension. If the last vehicle over the normal detector is a car, but there is a truck following that has actuated the truck detector, the truck will have sufficient green time to also reach the intersection. These detectors should have the ability to detect the specific vehicles such as trucks or buses with a high accuracy.
The improper placement of detectors can increase the lost time per phase and therefore the total lost time per signal cycle. This lost effective green time leads to an increased individual and total delay for vehicles using the intersection. For a signal installation which is operating near capacity (i.e. with 0.85 < v/c < 0.95) it is highly likely that the green time on a particular phase will be terminated by a vehicle interval extension gapping out rather than by the green time maxing out. Studies have shown that at efficiently designed intersections, that is intersections operating near capacity where the mean service rate is greater than the mean arrival rate, the signal timings can be set such that 90% of the signal terminations will involve a gap out and only 10% of the signal terminations will involve a max out (a max out corresponds to a cycle failure). Maxing out of the signal phase, and hence a cycle failure, will be caused by random fluctuations in the arrival rate and can be predicted by employing a stochastic delay model. 
Signal control strategies
From the traffic engineering point of view, several different strategies are employed for the control of traffic signals ranging from non-actuated fixed timed to fully traffic responsive volume-density control. Fixed time, also known as pre-timed, controllers are of limited use for isolated intersections and require no traffic detection. Traffic actuated controllers are by far the most common control method used for isolated intersections. These traffic actuated controllers can range from semi-actuated, to fully traffic actuated, to traffic responsive volume-density. All traffic actuated controllers require vehicle detection on all legs of the intersection for efficient operation.
The general operation of traffic actuated controllers is described as follows:

The green time for each phase is determined by the volume of traffic on the corresponding street and may vary from cycle to cycle. A maximum green time is predetermined and set within the controller. 
The request for green time is placed by a vehicle detector actuation during the red phase of a conflicting traffic movement. The minimum initial green time available is predetermined and set within the controller. This minimum initial green time is usually set to be adequate for the number of vehicles waiting between the stop line and the vehicle detector.
Each additional vehicle which actuates the detector during the green phase calls for a vehicle green interval extension of a predetermined length. This extends the minimum green time up to the maximum green time set in the controller. Figure 20 . Illustrates the vehicle interval extension process. If a gap in between vehicles occurs which is larger than this preset vehicle interval extension, and a call has been placed by an opposing phase, then the controller will 'gap out' and the green will be terminated for that phase. If enough traffic is present for the controller to reach the maximum green time then the controller will 'max out' and the green time will be terminated.
Figure 20. Actuated Controller Intervals
Some variations in the operation specific types of traffic actuated controllers is described as follows:
Semi-actuated controllers
 Semi-actuated controllers are used at intersections where the minor street has traffic volumes significantly lower than the major street. The priority of operation is to minimize the interruption of traffic on the major street while still providing adequate service to the minor street. 
Vehicle detectors are required only on the minor street. The detectors will input a call for green time as well as calls for vehicle interval extensions up to a preset maximum limit. 
The major street has a preset recall to its green phase. No detector call is required and the green will always revert to major phase when the minor street has been serviced. The major street will have a preset minimum green time, and will continue to rest in green on that phase until a call has been placed by the minor street.
Fully-actuated controllers
 Fully-actuated controllers are used where both streets at an intersection have relatively equal volumes. These controllers are particularly efficient where the traffic flows are sporadic and uneven. The priority of operation is to minimize the total delay by minimizing stops on all phases.  Vehicle detectors are required on all legs of the intersection. These detectors will input calls for initial minimum green time as well as vehicle interval extensions.  Any or all phases of the signal can be set for automatic recall to green which will give the corresponding phase the minimum green time without a vehicle actuation. If all phases have automatic recall set then the signal will cycle through all the phases, giving each phase a minimum green time, even if no traffic is present on a particular leg. If recall is not set on any phase then the signal will service only those phases that have traffic actuations and skip the others. In the absence of any traffic, such as nighttime operation, the controller can either rest on the last served green phase or rest on red on all phases. If recall is set on only one phase the signal will revert to green on that phase once during every cycle. In the absence of traffic the signal will rest on green on this phase. This is a common setting for many intersections as one of the legs is usually considered slightly more major than the others.
Volume-density controllers
 Volume-density controllers are similar in operation to fully actuated controllers; however, contain more advance features for analyzing the traffic volumes on the green phase being served and the traffic density on the red phase being held. This information is then processed and the timing patterns altered for a more efficient operation. These controllers are the most efficient means of operation signals at isolated intersections. 
The most important feature of volume-density controllers is the ability to reduce the green vehicle extension interval depending on the density of opposing traffic. As the measured density of the opposing traffic increases the vehicle extension interval for green time is reduced linearly (known as gap reduction) to some preset minimum extension time.

The controller has the ability to increase the minimum green time depending on the number of vehicles queued behind the stop line. 
In order to function properly these controllers must obtain information early enough to react to the fluctuating traffic patterns. Detectors must be place well in advance of the stop lines for such information to be useful. 
A special version of the volume-density controller, known as a 'Modified-Density Controller', has many of its features but requires less information from the intersection. Traffic flow statistics are obtained from the detector actuations of the previous cycle with the assumption that the present cycle being served has the same characteristics as the cycle preceding it. This may be acceptable for situation where traffic flow is relatively deterministic, however, is not efficient where intersection have highly unpredictable and random flows.
Fixed-time controllers
 Also we call it Pre-timed, in which we program fix phases sequence & timing based on data collected for peak hours for certain time. It may do a good job for less crowd intersections and also lower cost but it has the major disadvantage of being unable to adapt to changing conditions in real-time. At best they can be manually updated using accumulated traffic data however this is a time-consuming exercise and could not be carried out to allow for unpredictable incidents e.g. accidents or breakdowns. For these reasons, an adaptive control system is preferable [12] .
Decentralized traffic signal control
As we have stated in the previous section the different signal control strategy from traffic engineering side, we will discuss now the traffic signal control based on the control engineering concepts. All mentioned types above are for isolated intersections, which means that there is no information exchanged between intersections and this structure or type of control we call it Decentralized Traffic Control. So, all of the previous mentioned control strategies' are belong to this type of control structure and the difference is the number of inputs based on the detectors quantity and functions.
Decentralized control [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] divides the overall system into S subsystems, and controls the subsystems separately based only on the local model and the information of the corresponding subsystem [11] . By dividing the original system into subsystems and by designing decentralized controllers, the full information of the whole system is also separated into parts. The information interactions between subsystems are cut off and incoming traffic from other intersections are considered constants or estimated, which results in fully isolated systems. Because the estimates of the input traffic flows from other subnetworks may be far from the real values, the local controllers may not be able to find the real optimal solutions for the subnetworks. Moreover, since the subnetworks are completely disconnected, the overall performance of the whole network will be deteriorated. As mentioned, that this type of control will do well for the isolated intersections but consider the case of an arterial network that we want to let the flow move smoothly from one intersection to the next without stoppage or minimum stoppage which of course will minimize the delay and avoid stop/start behaviour of vehicles that lead to queue accumulation.
This open another issue which we call it Traffic signal coordination that is normally implemented to improve the level of service of a road or a network of roads, where the spacing of signals is such that isolated signal operation would cause excessive delays, stops and loss of capacity. The popular concept is that coordinating traffic signals is simply to provide green-wave progression whereby a motorist travelling along a road receives successive green signals. While this is one of the aims, the principal purpose of coordination is to minimize overall delay and/or number of stops. This can be achieved using fixedtiming plans or using adaptive technology.
The three main components of coordinated timings are:
 Cycle time the time to complete all phases in a timing plan (a phase is any period in a cycle where non-conflicting traffic movements may run. 
Stage splits -the amount of time allocated to a phase in a cycle  Offsets -green signals at adjacent intersections are set to occur at a given time, relative to that at a reference intersection. It depends on the distance between signals, the progression speed along the road between the signals and the queues of vehicles waiting at red signals.
In Figure. 22 the left part, you can see that the vehicle is delayed at the second intersection due to an uncoordinated signal time offset while in the right figure the vehicle is not delayed at the second intersection due to a coordinated signal time offset  Vehicles pass through a green light at one intersection only to be stopped by a red light at the next intersection, causing inconsistent travel;  Vehicles must wait through more than one green signal at an intersection due to blockages ahead;  Vehicles must stop at a red light when there are no other vehicles or pedestrians at the cross street.  In addition to extending travel time these situations also increase fuel consumption and emissions, as a stationary vehicle is much less efficient than a vehicle in motion.
The type and the amount of coordinated information will introduce the terms Quasi Decentralized & Distributed Control structures. In the Quasi Decentralized we allow minimum necessary amount of information for the purpose of coordination between intersections. For example, the current executed phase in the progressive intersection signal can be sent to the successive intersection to allow the scenario shown in Figure 22 , the right part, and hence it very important to have good sensors and communication network. The distributed structure will allow more data transfer and also will required more sensors and detectors. This can be grateful from the first impression but it may add also an overhead communication which may delay the control signal or perform the control command before the arrival of the information. One more way is divide the large urban network into sub areas and assign controllers for each intersection, and another master or coordinator controller for that area to coordinate between local controllers. This is what we call the Hierarchical Control structure where the controllers mainly aiming at solving specified different tasks locally while the upper-level controllers will coordinate (or supervise) the subsystems from a global point of view or global objective function.
Since we are talking about the sensors network we should highlight the network link impacts on the sensors function that caused by the environment conditions or from the link itself such as the packets delay, dropout and sampling time selection. In each case there several methods to handle it and what are the controller actions in such scenarios to continue the operations of traffic signals smoothly as much as possible. 
Results & discussions
In the simulation we considered 5 intersections as shown in Figure 26 and we tried to compare the results from the proposed approaches. The simulation was done using MATLAB 2008 with the following assumptions:

Distance between each intersection is known (1 km).  Average speed is 70 Km/h.  Estimated time to travel from one intersection to another with 70 Km/h is around 45 sec.  Flow of traffic is smooth and no major interruption.  Each intersection operates in 4 phase's mode as default, which means that every two parallel directions will run at the same time to maximize the flow. 
The average of arrivals for each parallel direction will be taken as input. Figure 11 shows the considered phases ({N, S},{E,W},{NW, SE},{ES,WN}).  Simulation runs for 30 minutes.
The arrival rate per min, the phase selection and service time (Green period Tg) are shown in the Table 1 while the level of information exchanged is shown in Table 2 . In our simulation we considered the first two approaches. When we look to Table 1 , we can see that at intersection 1, we started with phase 1, then by the time the flow will reach to intersection 2, which is around 45 seconds, the incoming flow plus the existing flow will move together without stoppage and same will happen at intersection 3, this explanation is shown clearly in Figure 25 . That shows the beauty of Quasi Decentralized approach over the Decentralized itself, where in the Quasi we have benefited from the limited communication over a network to smooth and maximize the flow in certain direction between intersections. However, in case we are building our system on lossy communication links, then there is a chance to have a packet dropout or delay or some induced errors, still the system can take care of that but this is part is not included in this chapter. The proposed work also can work for the arterial traffic network where you series of intersections along highway and you need to maximize the flow in that heavy traffic highway with minimum number of stops. This scenario shown in Figure 28 and flow can be controlled similar to what we have done in the five intersections example. 
Future research
In the coming work, simulation will cover more parameters and we will add the other approaches (distributed and hierarchal). Also, more discussions about the effect of network size and the media used for communication between detectors and controllers will be included. The work can be extended easily for arterial traffic network as shown in Figure 29 where also we can apply the hierarchical approach by dividing the network to zones and each zone controller will report to the master coordinator that will monitor the traffic flow in these zones.
Also we can add something about the dilemma zone as shown in figure 30 for safety purpose. A dilemma zone [29] is a range, in which a vehicle approaching the intersection during the yellow phase can neither safely clears the intersection, nor stop comfortably at the stop-line. One of the main contributors to signal-related accidents is the existence of a dilemma zone at signalized intersections. Note that both the length and the location of a dilemma zone may vary with the speed of the approaching vehicles, driver reaction times, and vehicle acceleration/deceleration rates. 
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have covered the area of wireless sensors network and we tried to discuss in some details one important application, signalized traffic control, which depends strongly on these devices. Several types of detectors were listed with some information about each type. Then, we introduced some control strategies and concepts from both traffic and control engineering point of view. Finally, simple simulation was done to support the theoretical discussions. The part of the signal cycle allocated to any combination of traffic movements receiving the right-of-way simultaneously during one or more intervals
Nomenclature

Split
The percentage of a cycle length allocated to each of the various phases in a signal cycle.
Offset
The time relationship, expressed in seconds or percent of cycle length, determined by the difference between a defined point in the coordinated green and a system reference point.
Red Duration
The period in the signal cycle during which, for a given phase or lane group, the signal is red
Saturation flow rate
The equivalent hourly rate at which previously queued vehicles can traverse an intersection approach under prevailing conditions, assuming that the green signal is available at all times and no lost times are experienced
Start-up Delay
The additional time consumed by the first few vehicles in a queue at a signalized intersection above and beyond the saturation headway, because of the need to react to the initiation of the green phase and to accelerate Extension of green duration
The amount of the change and clearance interval, at the end of the phase for a lane group, that is usable for movement of its vehicles
Green Duration
The duration of the green indication for a given movement at a signalized intersection Change and clearance interval
The yellow plus all-red interval that occurs between phases of a traffic signal to provide for clearance of the intersection before conflicting movements are released Clearance lost time
The time between signal phases during which an intersection is not used by any traffic
